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SUMMARY

The development of a ballistic missile or satellite launcher requires a great number of
varied measurements distributed right over the missile.

The PCM CANNES system is basically featured by its decentralized structure in which a
programmable unit provides remote management, through a 1 Mbit/s digital link, of the
peripheral units acquiring the data. This structure offers the advantages of modularity,
flexible use and easy adaptation to specific requirements.

A new unit in process of development, named UCDA, will considerably increase the
performance of the system whilst ensuring perfect compatibility with the existing
peripheral unit.

GENERAL

The development of a large ballistic missile or launcher requires a large number of varied
measurements distributed over the whole of the missile. Designed and produced against
AEROSPATIALE and French Gouvernment specifications, the PCM CANNES
acquisition system is especially well suited to this purpose. Employed for the S3 and M4 it
is still in service for the ARIANE launcher.

The general structure adapted for the PCM CANNES system is exploded type, i.e., it
separates the programmable (central unit) from the acquisition elements or peripherals
units. The Central unit, manager of the system, is coupled by a serial bus with peripheral
units which can be thus located as close as possible to the measurements to be made
guaranteeing the reliability of the latter by notably minimizing the wiring and hence
external influences.



PRINCIPLE

The CPU sends instructions to the peripheral units and in reply receives the data that it
uses to prepare the PCM output message to the IRIG standards.

The following figure shows the organization of the system, in an example of application,
i.e., the ARIANE 1 operational chain.

The peripheral units dialog with the central unit on two lines, one for inquity, one for
answer.

The inquiry or address data are recopied in each unit thus providing for correct adaptation
of the transmission lines and safe protection when the stages separate.

All the units receive the “address” data but only the unit addressed and which is
acknowledged, sends the result of the measurement requested; the other units place
themselves in recopy position.

The address sent by the CPU contains 19 bits, i.e.,:

- 4 procedure or synchronization bits

- 4 peripheral unit address bits

- 6 analog channel address bits

- 4 function address bits

- 1 particular address bit used either an extension to the number of analog channels or as
peripheral unit address extension.

The units, channels, functions addressed can be in any order in time.

The answer data sent by the peripheral unit addressed contains 12 bits, i.e.:

- 4 procedural synchronization bits

- 8 measurement result bits.



BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ARIANE OPERATIONAL TELEMETRING CHAIN



This measurement result is sent on two addresses after addressing the unit questionned.

The address sending rate determines the operating in time of the peripheral unit. This rate
is regular in the case of the system being drive by the central unit’s internal program. It can
be irregular in the case of an inquiry not from the system internal memory, but from an
external commuter. This possibility of ground testing is widely used in the ARIANE
launcher during the integration and launching phases.

The bits rate used on the inquiry and answer lines is 1 MHz and the transmission code
adopted is bi-phase L, a code with no continuous component which enables transmissions
via transformers. This galvanic insulation enables considerable differences in potential
between the different parts of the vehicle.

The cable used is twisted armoured two wire and the length between two units can vary
between zero and 100 metres.

THE CENTRAL UNIT

This unit is basically a complete system management unit.

The central unit consists of :

- a memory programmer which generates the sequence of addresses of the measurements
to be acquired, together with the synchronization codes of the IRIG output message.

This program is in a PROM type R/O memory contained in a removable subrack. This
memory can contain up to 8 different switchable formats, which optimizes the sampling
rates of the measurements, according to the flight phases.

- a message generator which receives the results of the data acquired and creates the
PCM output message.

The bit frequency is created from an internal quartz crystal and can be programmed up to
400 kbits/s. This quartz crystal together with the output filter, adapting the transmission
channel spectrum, are contained in a second plug-in subrack.

The central unit also contains the interface circuit with the busline system providing for:

- the parallel/serial conversion of the address contained in the PROM and its
transmission on two independent lines



and also ensuring:

- receiving of the measurements that may come from two independent lines and the
serial/parallel conversion.

The internal-external program switching function is also provided by this unit. This
function enables the inquiry buslines to be driven from a ground control terminal.

The CPU can control from 1 to 32 peripheral units, distributed in any way over the two
groups of lines.

THE PERIPHERAL UNITS

A distinction can be made between the nondedicated and specialized acquisition units.

The nondedicated acquisition units are of two types, the UA 401 and the UA 406, their
purpose is to acquire analog or digital data.

A UA 406 type unit consists of:

- an analog multiplexer providing for the multiplexing of 128 pairs of input wires

- a programmable measurement amplifier

- an analog/digital converter

- a digital multiplexer

- a command logic

- interface circuits with the busline.

The most remarkable feature of this unit is its capacity to acquire analog measurements,
low or high level, from the same multiplexing amplification and encoding circuits.

In each pair of analog input can be used, after a choice by program, either for a two-wire
input, or for two single wire inputs. All the single inputs are references in the same
“measurement common”. This common consists of a additional input wire, switched
internally to an input of the amplifier. It should be coupled externally to the electrical earth
frame of the unit.



Four gains can be programmed corresponding to measurement amplitudes comprised be
20 mV and 5 V full scale.

The shift voltage of the measurement amplifier is memorized on each sampling and added
algebraically to the measurement to be made thus obtaining practically the same accuracy
performance at high and low level whatever the temperature conditions.

The main performances of the UA 406 unit are, for analog acquisitions:

- number of channels:  128 bi-polar or 256 monopolar

- measurement amplitude

high level 0 - 5 V or ± 5 V
low level 0 - 20 mV or ± 10 MV
2 inter-mediate scales

Acceptable source impedance:

high level:  10 kOhms
low level:  2 kOhms.

Input impedance:  $ 1 megohm
Reaction on the measurement:  # 0.4% with HL for a 10 kOhms line resistance (influence
of feedback current),with LL the 2 kOhms line resistance.

Common mode rejection

$ 64 dB with HL
$ 104 dB with low level

Influence of common mode:  # 0.2%

Permissible common mode voltage:  ± 6 V from 0 to 400 Hz

Permissible overload:

- in differential mode:   3 V - source impedance 1 kOhm

- common mode: ± 10 V, source impedance nil
± 15 V, source impedance $ 1 kOhm
± 30 V, source impedance $ 5 kOhms



Insulation in
relation to the
structural frame: $ 30 megOhms with 45 V

Throughout the whole area of use the maximum deviation from the theoretical encoding
law is less than 0.4% in high level and 0.6% in low level.

The UA 406 acquisition unit is also capable of acquiring digital data in groups of 8 bits.
The digital data can be in the form of logic states (TTL type) or of variable impedances,
which corresponds to the detection of the relay status.

Amongst the specialized peripheral units there is one called “Delay unit” which does not
acquire data, but whose task is to keep temporarily in memory certain measurement results
acquired by other units and reinsert them in the telemetering format with a programmable
delay of some few seconds. This unit is also used to save a central measurements made at
moments where the radio link is or could be seriously disturbed.

The total memorization time depending on the memory capacity, can be programmed by
the user, on external connector depending on the format imposed by the central unit The
memorization capacity can be up to 400 kBits.

The UBM or bus acquisition unit has the task of transmitting in the telemetering format the
data circulating on the missile’s functional bus. This is “spy” function.

In view of the fact that the asynchronism between the bus messages and the missile and the
rate of the telemetering output bits, it is necessary to include between the functional bus
and the PCM CANNES bus, an FIFO type buffer memory. This memory on write retrieves
the data from the missile bus at the latter’s maximum rate, i.e., 1 Mbit/s and restores them
by the PCM CANNES bus, to the CPU which incorporates them in recurrent form in the
telemetering format.

It is obviously necessary that the average data output rate be higher than the average rate
of data of the functional bus.

Moreover, a system of dating internal to the unit provides for restore of the events or
current chronology.

Other specialized units have been developed for different programs we may mention the
UTC or rate transfer unit whose task is to acquire high flow data for a short moment,
memorize them, then restore them at the specific telemetering rate.



The UTRI makes a selection of a certain number of parameter acquisitions and
reconstitutes two IRIG messages whose spectrum is compatible with the pass band of a
magnetic recorder.

THE UCDA

The maximum bit rate of the PCM CANNES system which we recall is 400 Kbits/s,
prevents passing many analog measurements at high pass band, notably data relating to
vibration measurements.

The AEROSPATIALE and French Gouvernment has therefore decided to initiate a study
on a new unit referred to as UCDA which groups the central unit, Delay unit, and
acquisition unit functions whilst considerably increasing the performances of the system.

The main motivation of this study is the change of the PCM output rate to 2Mbits/s, whilst
preserving compatibility with the units developed previously.

We have seen that in operation the PCM CANNES busline for 8 bits of useful data
restored, required 19 inquiry bits at a rate of 1 MHz. The result of this is that, apart from
any other circuit constraint, the PCM bit rate on output is limited by principle to 8/19 x 1
MHz, i.e., somewhat over 400 kBits/s.

It is therefore necessary that the programmer of this UCDA unit be capable of managing
five PCM CANNES buses on which the nondedicated or specialized acquisition units can
be connected.

Moreover it is of apparent interest to group in the same block as the CPU, functions that
are normally found located very closeby, with a view to gaining volume and wiring in the
vehicle.

The UCDA therefore fulfills the following main functions:

- central unit

- Delay unit with a 1 Mbit capacity memory

- UA 406 type low and high level analog acquisition unit

- high level analog acqusition unit for high pass band measurements

- Digital acqusition

- reference power supply and 3/4 of bridges for sensors.



A simple solution for the management of the 5 PCM CANNES bus would have consisted
in questioning the synchronism bus sequentially with the PCM output clock, but in doing
so it would have been necessary to observe the following conditions:

- bit rate 2 MHz with 5 buses

- bit rate 1.6 MHz with 4 buses

etc.

up to bit rate 400 kHz with 1 bus.

Moreover, given that certain results acquisitions are obtained outside these buses (Delay -
internal analog acquisition units), this solution would have produced constraints such that
the telemetering formats would have been difficult to establish if not impossible.

The solution adopted consists in simultaneously sending the instructions on the buses at
the maximum recurrence of the system, i.e., 22 microseconds (period of one 8 bit word
plus parity at 400 KBits). The answers from the acquisition units connected to this bus
arriving with a delay equal to two instructions, the result is that it is necessary to
temporarily store the answers from these units in an FIFO type memory.

Simulation on computer has been made and provided the conclusion that the number of
stages necessary was less than 16 and this number has been adopted.

The high speed analog acquisition unit of the UCDA is also an entirely new function.

In fact, it is a matter of acquiring, a maximum measurement amplitude channel 2 Volts out
of 32, amplifying it and converting its analog voltage into digital value at the fastest
possible rate, i.e., 2 MHz. The time available is therefore equal to the period of 1
telemetering word, i.e., 4.5 microseconds. This enables processing of two channels placed
consecutively in the format and therefore does not impose any constraint in the definition
of this format. From the studies performed it is possible to demonstrate that the same
accuracy performances are obtained as in the UA 406 type analog units.

As we have seen the UCDA considerably increases the performances of the PCM
CANNES, both electrically and as to easy use.

Other evolutions in this system are quite possible, thus the concepts of the exploded
structure and busline have always been able to solve the specific problems arising for
customers in the different programs from the S3 missile to ARIANE 4.


